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Ways to keep a hot Russian woman interested
After browsing profiles of numerous single women on a dating website, perhaps you have met a hot Russian
woman you’re really interested in. You’ve sent her a couple of letters and she answered you back, but then she
disappeared and you haven’t heard from her for weeks.
Unfortunately, making one mistake could end a beautiful relationship before it has had a chance to grow. Worse
yet, she could think that you’re a fool if you keep making the same error again and again. We’ve put together a
number of suggestions on what to avoid if you want to win the heart of your favourite hot Russian woman.
Don’t bring up sensitive topics too soon
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Summary:
How to Keep Your Hot Russian Woman
Interested

Taking into consideration that you can find a huge number of beautiful
Russian girls on any provided online dating web site, it really is typical that
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guys may wish to establish a much more intimate connection with one of the
beautiful ladies as soon as they can. The truth is, asking a girl too early about
topics like sex or marriage isn’t the best way to do it as you need to put in a lot more effort for that to happen. You must get to
know your on-the-web partner a whole lot better prior to being able to approach such heavy subjects. Bringing them up too soon
after you first meet is actually a good way to scare her off.
Don’t question her about her whereabouts all the time
These days, it’s really is not difficult to seek out someone’s schedule or determine where she is and what she’s doing at any given
moment. The fact that it is so simple doesn’t make it any less weird. If a woman finds out that you’ve been following her every move
and you seem to know what she’s being up to too well, she might think you’re stalking her.
Don’t text her hundreds of times a day
Simply because she does not answer your newest text or e-mail as soon as you send it doesn’t imply you need to keep doing it till she does. It’s possible that she has
a good reason why she hasn’t been able to answer you. Perhaps she doesn’t have access to a computer with internet access? Maybe her life is very busy, so she just
hasn’t had the time to get back to you yet. A bunch of messages will make you look needy and like you’ve got no life yourself. Be patient!
If a woman doesn’t seem interested, stop bothering her
A hot Russian woman will be great at dropping hints that could look somewhat passive aggressive. If you write a woman a long letter and she replies with a single
sentence, it indicates that you should not continue writing to her. If a lady is interested, you will know.
Don’t talk too much about your previous relationships
Another certain strategy to scare off a lady would be to talk about your prior relationships too frequently. If you talk well about your ex-girlfriend, your Russian lady might
think that you’re still not over her. In the event you say poor things about your prior partner, your companion may well feel insecure and wonder if you would ever say
negative things about her. The right thing to do would be to avoid discussing your previous romances all together.
Everybody makes mistakes now and then and just because one woman lost interest, doesn’t mean that you won’t find your dream girl one day. Be sure to follow these
tips when talking to Russian women and don’t forget to be a gentleman.
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